
SPOTLIGHT 
The February PAC Spotlight shines on: 

Central Hardin High School’s Garrett Milby 

 
 

 

What do you want to do when you grow up? 
High School English/Theater Teacher  
 
What have you participated in at the PAC? 
I have participated in productions at the PAC since I was little, starting with a 
Missoula Children's Theater and, more recently, with a production of Decision 
Height by the Central Hardin Drama Club.   

 
What have been your most rewarding PAC experiences? 
One rewarding PAC experience was when I was a stage manager for Decision 
Height with Central Hardin Drama Club, and I could use PAC equipment and 
call a show while still being a high schooler. It taught me a lot about how 
coordinated a backstage crew needs to be and how to communicate 
effectively. Another experience has been working with the Youth Theater of 
Hardin County for the past few years, and I have been able to work with a 
community focused on education and performing.  
 
What did you learn from your PAC experiences? 
Theater as an art form takes a community and clear communication to create 
all the shows and performances you see as an audience member.  
 
How have you benefited from the PAC? 
The PAC has provided many opportunities, allowed different groups I'm a part 
of to perform in the space, and provided a positive environment with the staff 
and theater.  
 
Why is the PAC important to you? 
It was where I first discovered my love for theater and performing. It has 
fostered that love of having a place that helps bring the community together 
and creates an environment that lifts up its performers regardless of 
background. 
 
Why should the PAC be important to others? 
It's a place for the community to come together and not just watch a 
show, but share ideals, promote local business, and let people from 
different areas come together to watch/make a show that captivates 
audiences. 

 
Learn more about all the other PAC Spotlight Ambassadors we've recognized over the years at www.thepac.net 

 

 

https://thepac.net/spotlight/
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